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Abstract: Discrete event system specification (DEVS) has been widely used in event-driven
simulations for sensor-driven Internet of things (IoT) applications, such as monitoring the spread
of fire disaster. Event-driven models for IoT sensor nodes and their communication is described in
DEVS and they have to be integrated with continuous models of fire-spreading dynamics so that
the hybrid system modeling and simulation approach have to be considered for both continuous
behavior of fire-spreading and event-driven communications by large-scale IoT sensor devices.
The hybrid-integrated modelling and simulation for fire-spreading in wide area and large-scale
IoT devices result in more complex model evaluation, including simulation time synchronization,
so that simulation acceleration is important by considering scalability in large-scale IoT-driven
applications that sense fire-spreading. In this study, we proposed a scalable simulation acceleration
of a DEVS-based hybrid system using heterogeneous architecture based on multi-cores and graphic
processing units (GPUs). We evaluated the power consumption comparison of the proposed
accelerated-simulation approach in terms of the composition of the event-driven IoT models and
continuous fire-spreading models, which are tightly described in differential equations across a large
number of cellular models. The demonstrated result shows that the full utilization of CPU-GPU
integrated computing resources, on which event-driven models and continuous models are efficiently
deployed and optimally distributed, could enable an advantage for high-performance simulation
speedup in terms of execution time, although more power consumption is required, but the total
energy consumption could be reduced due to fast simulation time.

Keywords: discrete event simulation; hybrid simulation; GPU-based accelerated simulation;
simulation kernel distribution on multi-core architecture

1. Introduction

Simulation has been widely used to solve various problems in dynamic systems where the
characteristics of a system are not statically described in analytic equations. discrete event system
specification (DEVS)-based modeling and simulation (M&S) [1] has been widely adopted as an efficient
simulation framework by splitting the model description part and simulation-related tasks. An M&S
approach for event models, which are described with the state transitions by discrete events, has
advantages when it comes to evaluating simulation models in terms of the bandwidth and speed
compared with a simulation based on a discrete time-step. DEVS-based M&S has been applied and
studied [2–4] to accelerate the simulation speed with a reasonable fidelity for a hybrid system with
complex behaviors, which are simultaneously described in a discrete event model and continuous time
model. The hybrid system has continuous and discrete dynamic behavior, and it is characterized by
interactions between the continuous system and the discrete event system. For this reason, DEVS-based
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hybrid system simulation has been widely used for expressing [3] and simulating complex systems
and has been studied in various fields [5,6]. In most cases, however, these hybrid systems are more
complex and require more time than discrete event-based simulations because the continuous system
has to be scheduled frequently in the manner of a small discrete time step in a simulation kernel.

DEVS-based simulation studies using cellular models have been introduced as an extension of
DEVS M&S formalism [7]. The cellular model is defined as a grid of cells, for which the discrete
events describe the relation between cells and the internal state transitions are based on continuous
time models such as differential equations. DEVS-based cellular models can be applied in hybrid
systems with differential-equation-based state transitions and event-driven propagation models such
as fire-spreading. Cellular models consist of a large number of cells, which are represented with the
detailed model description in continuous time domain, and event-driven model evaluation of cells in
hybrid systems have big overhead in communicating with the cross-coupled events. To mitigate the
drawback caused by this style of hybrid description of cellular models, aggressive enhancement in a
simulator’s kernel level has to be considered to accelerate simulation speeds. The parallel simulation
studies have been presented [8], parallelizing DEVS-based simulation in multiple cores [9]. In addition,
parallelization approaches using graphic processing units (GPUs), which have an advantage in
performing large amounts of computation, have been introduced [10]. GPUs are used in many research
fields because they make it easy to convert iterative operations for performing tasks in the parallel
way. GPU-based simulation enables integrated acceleration for continuous and discrete-event models
by executing control flows in sequential algorithms on the small number of CPUs executing and large
number of parallelized tasks on the GPU.

In this study, we describe the accelerated process of simulation and DEVS-based hybrid systems,
which possess discrete system and continuous system behaviors. We use large-scale cellular model
simulations, which can be applied not only to a homogeneous system but also to the modeling of an
Internet of Things (IoT) system, such as a smart farm and a smart factory. We propose the distribution
of the simulation process to the multi-cores and GPUs of a large-scale cellular model following hybrid
systems. In addition, we propose parallelizing a simulation using a GPU. We simulate in the proposed
heterogeneous architecture, which involves the coupling of multi-cores and GPU-based systems and
analyze the result by changing the simulation parameters. The simulation time is also analyzed by
composing several configurations of target devices according to the number of devices. In addition,
we analyze each maximum power consumption via a configuration of target devices to find an efficient
operation of the proposed simulation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes previous works related to this study,
and Section 3 summarizes the basic background of DEVS. In Section 4, we present our approach
to tightly integrate CPU-GPU architecture with cellular models on a simulator kernel using the
multi-cores and GPUs proposed in this study, and Section 5 shows experimental results of the
simulation acceleration for the fire-spreading model, which is adopted as a case study. We discuss
our proposed approach in Section 6 in terms of the simulation time, the power consumption, and the
configuration of CPUs and GPUs. Section 7 provides the conclusions of our study.

2. Related Works

The simulation of complex systems using a hybrid system based on DEVS has been used
and studied in various fields [5,6,11]. In addition, many studies have been done on parallelism
studied [12–14], also using partitioning models to sub-models [9]. Various approaches in parallel
simulation for DEVS-based models have been proposed to resolve the synchronization issues during
simultaneous evaluation of multiple models. A parallel simulation method using null-messages and
lookahead-based synchronization mechanism has been introduced [15]. A method to reduce the
inter-process communication overhead in parallel simulations has been introduced by flattening
the hierarchical model structure [16]. In parallelizing the simulation of DEVS-based hybrid system
models, the simulation time could be reduced by delaying the synchronization between continuous
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models and discrete-event models within allowable time [17]. These previous approaches are based
on enhancing the simulator architecture on general CPU architecture. Our approach starts from the
detailed understanding of the given hybrid system models. By exploiting the CPU-GPU and dedicated
memory, the continuous models and discrete-event models are efficiently partitioned into CPU-GPU
architecture and the runtime simulation data is allocated on the GPU memory to reduce the copy
overhead from simulation kernel on CPU.

Some previously conducted studies used another architecture as a co-processor to parallelize
DEVS. Studies have been carried out to speed up the DEVS-based simulation process using GPUs as
co-processors [10,18]. As part of DEVS simulation, the cellular model has been studied based on DEVS
with its homogeneous features [19,20], especially spreading phenomena such as fire-spreading [21,22].
In cellular model simulation, generally, the greater the number of cells, the more detailed simulation
results can be obtained, but more computation is required. To solve this problem, a large-scale cellular
model was studied in terms of high-performance [23].

The discrete-event model simulation acceleration using GPU has been introduced [18]. This study
showed a GPU utilization method to mitigate the inefficient simulation evaluation caused by the
irregular behavior in the time advance of simulation. For parallel simulation of cellular models,
the simulation evaluation mainly executed on CPU and GPU is used as an accelerator [10]. In contrast
to the existing GPU-based DEVS parallelization studies, our approach is to accelerate the operation
of a DEVS-based hybrid system and to verify the high-performance of the proposed architecture
by using large-scale cellular models, which can generate detailed simulation results. In addition,
we propose simulation acceleration and enhancement methods by mitigating the bottleneck caused by
parallel access to GPU memory, which is driven by multiple CPUs executing the parallel simulations.
Our proposed study focuses on exploring efficient utilization of CPU-GPU and collaboration of
heterogeneous models in extending hybrid simulation using DEVS-driven simulator. We found that
memory access pattern during simulation is caused by the structure of hybrid models, which is one
of the major causes of slow simulation, even though powerful GPU has been adopted. Simulation
of continuous models on GPU requires additional time cost in the data copy from system memory,
and multiple CPUs simultaneously access GPU causing a bottleneck effect in accessing GPU memory.
Our approach tries to partition structure of hybrid models into simulation models on multiple CPU
and efficiently allocate runtime simulation data on GPU memory and try to reduce the bottleneck of
simultaneous accesses to GPU, which is powered by an multi process service (MPS) feature of compute
unified device architecture (CUDA).

In this paper, we aim to implement a tightly coupled simulation architecture for DEVS-based
event-driven IoT applications. We propose an accelerated CPU-GPU collaborative computation,
especially for the simulation of a hybrid system that is a combined discrete event system, which
can be represented as an event-driven model, and a continuous time system. We propose a partitioning
simulation process for each device. In addition, we analyze the simulation process based on several
hardware configurations according to the number of CPUs and GPUs, and we analyze the power
consumption to measure efficiency.

3. Background

3.1. Discrete Event System

A discrete event system (DES) is a time event system, in which each discrete state is updated
based on asynchronous events that occur over time. In a discrete event system, the state of the system
is changed dynamically while the system is being simulated. Various modeling methods exist for a
discrete event system. Among them, DEVS is used for modular, layered formalism, including a discrete
event system based on state transition, a continuous state system represented by differential equations,
and a hybrid system in which both exist. DEVS is also used for object-oriented modeling and analysis.
A real system modeled using DEVS can be depicted as a set of atomic and coupled models.
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Figure 1 displays a DEVS atomic model of DES, and the following specifications represent its
formal representation. An atomic model of DEVS is basically represented by three variables and
four functions. The three variables include X, Y, and S, and the four functions represent an external
state transition function, an internal state transition function, an output function, and a time advance
function. X is the set of input events, and Y is the set of output events. The S is the set of sequential
states, which cover all states of the modeling system. σExt is the external state transition function with
system state S, input X, and e is the elapsed time since the last state transition. σInt is the internal state
transition function. λ is the output function of the system. ta is the time advance function, which can
take any real value between 0 and inf. The time advance function is used as an operation trigger for
the internal state transition function.

𝜆

𝜎𝐼𝑛𝑡

ta

𝜎𝐸𝑥𝑡 S

Discrete Event System

DEVS based Model specification
X

tt1 t2 t3

Y

tt1’ t2’ t3’

Figure 1. Specification of discrete event system.

The state variables with discrete values in DEVS are updated when the model receives input from
outside of the model. In addition, if the input is not received for a certain period of time, the internal
state transition function is operated after waiting for a predetermined time, and the state variable
is updated. The amount of time necessary to wait for an input is determined by the time advance
function. With this operation, unlike other system modeling methods, the DEVS modeling system has
a different structure in which the state of the system is changed not only by external input but also by
an internal transition.

3.2. Continuous System

We can define a continuous system (CS) as follows. The input affects the state of the system.
The state is affected not only by the input at the present time, but also by its past inputs. Thus,
differential equations follow. In a simulation of the continuous system, simulation time is divided
into many small steps, which can represent a discrete time system. The system model state affected
by differential equations is updated over time. With this characteristic of discrete time simulation,
the discrete time system model is applicable to all continuous system simulations.

3.3. Hybrid System

A hybrid system is a representation that can be applied to a system combining discrete event and
continuous system modeling. The continuous system modeled by a discrete time system is defined by
a set of differential equations φ and a continuous system with continuous state QCS, whose continuous
behavior can be modeled by differential equation φ. However, the system receives input stimulations
that are piecewise constant time functions. Thus, the need to convert piecewise value must exist, which
can involve changing a represented event to a continuous state. To meet this need, the system is also
modeled with a threshold sensor for converting an event to a continuous value. The state value in
continuous-time model can be converted with various methods into event states in a discrete-event
model. In this paper, we adopted the threshold-based event conversion method, for which the threshold
sensor monitors the changes of its state only at particular points fi, the threshold value, which is defined
in the modeling process, is used to determine the event transition compared to the change of state
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value in the continuous model within the given maximum duration of current state. The specification
of the hybrid system is described in Figure 2.

X

Hybrid System

𝜙𝑖 = {
𝑑𝑄𝐶𝑆

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐴𝑄𝐶𝑆 + 𝐵𝑋, …}

Discrete event 
system

Continuous system

continuous time state to 
event conversion

Y

threshold 𝑓𝑖

𝑄′
𝐷𝐸𝑆 =

𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑄𝐷𝐸𝑆
⨂𝛿𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑄𝐷𝐸𝑆, 𝑋

DEVS based model specification

Figure 2. Specification of a hybrid system.

3.4. CUDA Multi-Process Service

CUDA (compute unified device architecture) is a general purpose parallel computing platform
and programming model that has advantages in solving many complex computational problems.
The computation of GPU typically involves copying data over to previously allocated regions in
GPU memory, running a GPU kernel which uses copied data, and copying them back to host
CPU. Generally, a process of GPU is assigned and serially scheduled by GPU scheduler. Therefore,
GPU operations are inefficient if a process scheduled at a particular time slice is in underutilization
of GPU resources. For GPU utilization, CUDA supports Multi-Process Service (MPS). The CUDA
MPS is one of the CUDA application programming interface (API), which makes CUDA kernels
be processed concurrently on the same GPU. CUDA MPS has benefits at GPU utilization, reducing
on-GPU context storage, reducing GPU context switching and identifying candidate applications.
Though the total amount of computation work stays the same, the GPU will allow kernel launches
from different processes to run concurrently and remove an unnecessary point of serialization from
the computation. CUDA MPS is based on client-server architecture. The MPS server manages the GPU
hardware resources and these resources including CUDA context belong to MPS clients through the
MPS server. This procedure can be client CUDA contexts to bypass the hardware limitations that are
associated with GPU time sliced scheduling.

4. Proposed Architecture

4.1. Multi-Core and GPU Tightly Coupled Simulation

To achieve accelerating a large-scale hybrid system simulation in a multi-core and a GPU-coupled
architecture, it is essential to divide the simulation process among each device on the characteristics
of both systems and devices. GPUs are particularly beneficial when applying the same instruction to
multiple data and calculating the amount of floating point data.

The large-scale hybrid system models can be applied to the complex-connected IoT applications,
which consist of multiple heterogeneous models such as sensors, processors, networking and actuators.
The complex behavior of IoT-driven applications can be generally modeled with the hybrid modeling
specification to extend DEVS formalism, so the proposed simulation framework is widely adopted to
perform modeling and simulation (M&S) for IoT-driven applications. The continuous time models and
discrete-event models of the given IoT applications can be efficiently partitioned and allocated on the
CPU and GPU to perform the accelerated simulation by considering the connected behavior of hybrid
system models.

The continuous-time models, which are tightly coupled with event-driven fire sensor IoT node
models, can be converted into discrete-event simulation models using a small time-advance step.
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This conversion approach is enabled by transparent translation without any model modification, but it
requires tremendous simulation time synchronization and communication data elaboration. Simulation
for continuous-time model updates the continuous state value in high resolution time step, such as
evaluation of continuous differential equation and synchronizes the time and data with the correlated
models, so the simulation kernel intervention frequently happens after model evaluation finished.
Compared to simulator interactions of event-driven models, the simulation time synchronization and
communication for sharing the update data result in a lot of computation overhead. We adopted
a GPU with a powerful floating-point computing unit and efficiently distributed the converted
event-driven models into CPUs and GPUs, so that, by evaluating the continuous-time models in
GPU, the fire-spreading behavior could be simulated in a DEVS-based event-driven single-simulation
framework by triggering the events on the event-driven sensor IoT nodes in a large-scale parallel
manner. The entire simulation process is divided into multi-cores for discrete-event simulation and
GPUs for continuous-time simulation, as displayed in Figure 3.

allocate event-driven model
(discrete event system)

allocate continuous model
(continuous system)

DEVS-based large-scaled cellular model

Multi-cores
(CPU)

GPUs

application-aware 
model partitioning

System dynamics are 
changed by merging 
each simulation results

determine specific 
operations which are 
calculated in GPU

Figure 3. Proposed CPU-GPU tightly coupled computation in DEVS-based simulation.

To provide more detail about the proposed architecture for distributing large-scale hybrid systems
to multi-cores and GPUs, we use a cellular model as an example. The cellular model used for the target
model in this study consists of multiple cell connections, and each cell has an internal state change that
follows differential equations that can be modeled by CS. The large-scale cell model can consist of a
large number of cells, such as K cells. In this case, each cell has a CS model based on a discrete time
system. Therefore, the process of simulating the CS of each cell that follows the differential equations
is repetitive, and if these repeated models are simulated in GPUs, the result will be effective in terms of
the simulation speed. Following is an important consideration proposed in this study for implementing
the DEVS-based multi-core and GPU framework.

To perform tasks in the GPU, the host CPU is required to copy calculation data into shared
memory in the GPU, which is one of the major causes that limits the performance enhancement in
CPU-GPU heterogeneous architecture, although the GPU has the advantage of accelerating large
amounts of repetitive computation. The process of copying data to the GPU can be ineffective if the
copying process happens frequently or with too little data, causing the simulation-specific model
evaluation and time synchronization to carefully consider memory management and copy strategies
in CPU-GPU tightly-coupled architecture to increase utilization.

Multiple CPUs, including multiple cores, execute the simulation kernel by assigning individual
model evaluation in the GPU; this means that multiple access to GPU memory from CPU cores results
in irregular bottleneck effects and overall performance degradation due to the CUDA context switching
for the iterative evaluation of multiple DEVS-based simulation models. The integrated simulation of
DEVS-based converted models of hybrid systems requires a simulator-level manipulation of memory
interaction to increase the utilization of large-scale parallel execution in multiple GPU cores.

In this paper, we propose the following two approaches for efficient data copy, distribution,
and time synchronization in a large-scale simulation using asymmetric memory-interconnected
architecture in heterogeneous CPU-GPU. First, we introduce the fine-grained simulation separation of
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event-driven models and continuous-time models to reduce the possibility of the drawback due to
the data transfer overhead between CPU-GPU memory. Within maximum simulation time windows
in which the two heterogeneous models are independently evaluated, event-driven simulation is
performed in advance for all cell-based models in the fire-spreading territory; then, the simulation
results are copied as a snapshot to GPU kernel, in which the continuous-time models of each
fire-spreading cell are executed at the same time through multiple GPU cores. The experiment
demonstrates that the proposed strategy is considered to be one of the best candidates with small data
copy overhead between CPU and GPU memory. The simulation time-overhead reduction from this
approach is because the small amount of simulation copy data is transferred in advance by interleaving
the memory copy and simulation evaluation between two event-driven and continuous-time models.

Second, the separated simulation kernels for a large number of simulation models are distributed
into GPU cores, but GPU kernel-call overhead is inevitable, which is also one of the limiting factors of the
overall performance of hybrid system simulation in CPU-GPU architecture. We introduce the simulation
model description and the GPU utilization method based on CUDA MPS to reduce the time overhead
due to the complexity of time synchronization between the large number of simulation models.

To apply the proposed two approaches to extremely increase the utilization of CPU-GPU computing
resources, we need to know the characteristics of the target model to accurately determine the
maximum time window in which the event-driven simulation is evaluated in advance and in which the
continuous-time models are simulated in parallel. Using this time value, we could optimally control the
execution flow of the large-scale hybrid system simulation in terms of acceleration, as shown in Figure 4.

The cellular model used as the target model in this study, and similar multiple-state connection
models have large numbers of nodes, generally represented by differential equations. Figure 5
illustrates the concept of model specification that we used in our study. In the simulation, we used
cellular models, which consist of many hybrid models, represented in Figure 5. The hybrid systems
are combinations DES and CS. To accelerate them via partitioning based on their computation
characteristics, we proposed a discrete-event simulation in multi-cores (CPUs) and continuous-time
simulation in GPUs, as CS follows differential equations that require high-performance computing for
accelerated simulation. In addition, we partitioned DES models into several sub-models for simulating
in multi-cores. Cellular models can be divided based on their localities, and each simulation of sub
cellular models is computed in one CPU core including communication between other sub-cellular
models computing other CPU cores.

Simulate event-
driven models for a 
maximum time that 

does not affect 
each sub-models

Simulate continuous 
models using CUDA 

MPS for concurrency

Event-driven models simulation 
allocated each cores

Copy host to device
GPU kernel
Copy device to host

time

Process 

… … ……

Communication between 
partitioned sub-models Set GPU compute mode 

EXCLUSIVE_PROCESS

Figure 4. Idea of using GPU in hybrid system simulation.

Figure 6a illustrates DEVS flow of proposed heterogeneous architecture. DES models are allocated
in CPU and CS models are allocated in GPU based on their characteristics of computation. In this
process, in particular, the memory that is used to simulate CS is copied to GPU memory for computing
in GPU. The DEVS simulator, which is adopted for this study, has a clear separation layer between an
atomic model and coupled model to connect multiple models, and the corresponding coordinators as
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simulation kernels. We could successfully map the simulator evaluating continuous models into the
GPU, with minimal modification of simulator framework.

MDES(Discrete event system) MHS(Hybrid System)

MSub_DES(Discrete event system)

Continuous system
(follows differential equation)

2. Continuous system
: accelerate in GPU

1. Discrete event system
: parallelize in multi-cores

𝜎𝐸𝑥𝑡 𝜆

S

𝜎𝐼𝑛𝑡
ta

𝜎𝐸𝑥𝑡 𝜆

S

𝜎𝐼𝑛𝑡
ta

Figure 5. Proposed architecture in terms of model specification.

Figure 6b describes the concepts of abstract DEVS based simulators that proposed in this study.
S:X means a simulator for atomic model X, and the atomic model represents the minimum model that
cannot be divided into child atomic models. C:XY refers to a coordinator for coupled model XY, and the
coupled model integrates multiple atomic models. The simulator updates the simulation clock for the
atomic model, and it calls for the four atomic functions for the state transition. The coordinator manages
simulation clock and calls four coupled DEVS functions for message routing and conflict resolution.
Simulators for the continuous atomic model are simulated in the kernel when, after all, DES are simulated
by the time global tN. A brief DEVS simulation cycle represented by a simulator and a coordinator is
displayed in Algorithm 1. The state of the atomic model is changed as global tN is imminent to the
subsequent tN. Thus, we apply our approach of synchronizing all cellular models by finding out global
tN, which updated the state of the last cellular model. After this global tN, all atomic models of CS, which,
following differential equations, are simulated using multi-threads represented by a thread and a block
index in GPUs.

Algorithm 1 Proposed DEVS simulation cycle

for number of K cells

for discrete-event simulation

coordinator.send(tN)
simulator.reply(next tN)
coordinator.compare(next tN)
coordinator.send(global tN)
simulator.check(global tN)
if imminent

simulator.computes(outputmsg)
end if
simulator.send(outputmsg)
simulator.computes(state)

end for
for continuous-time simulation by GPU kernel

for i = 1 to K, i is calculated by thread, block index

simulator.compute(continuous− time model(i))
end for

end for
end for
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CPU
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Figure 6. (a) flow of proposed architecture and (b) its abstract simulator.

5. Implementation

5.1. Simulation in Multi-Cores and GPUs

The simulation flow of the proposed heterogeneous simulation architecture using multi-cores
and GPUs is depicted in Figure 7a. A hybrid model combining DES and CS is simulated using
the DEVS engine, and the state-change function of the CS model (i.e., the operation part of the
differential equation) is operated on the GPU. The simulation process of the DES model is parallelized
by partitioning them into sub-models. The distributed cell-based models are independently evaluated
by the simulation kernel across multiple cores of CPU and GPUs within the maximum time steps,
which are carefully determined by the simulation model-specific analysis. Then, simulated data,
as a result, are shared between the connected models, and state transitions to describe the system
dynamics, which are performed in the synchronized simulation time step.

The sliced number of sub-partitioned cell models can be determined and reconfigured by
considering the physical number of cores in the target system and the parallelized simulation kernels.
The hybrid models, which consist of cell-based territory region models and fire-spreading models,
are appropriately separated into the small group of the parallel kernels, which can be simulated,
and they are distributed into multiple cores in CPU. The evaluated simulation results are burst copied
into continuous-time models of all fire-spreading cell regions, which are allocated in GPU memory.

The continuous-time simulation model of each cell-base territory region is configured with the
input initial value from the triggered events, which are results from the event-driven simulation being
done in advance. The prepared all-cellular models of the fire-spreading region could be evaluated
using the separate simulation kernels in parallel on the GPU by using CUDA MPS for the efficient
concurrency of time synchronization to ensure better GPU resource utilization. All the necessary
simulation data are then prepared and filled into the simulation models. This style of the interleaved
interactions, which carefully manage between DEVS simulation and the simulation-copy operations,
resulted in the reduction of the data copy overhead in the GPU kernel memory.

5.2. Fire Spreading Based on a Large-Scale Cellular Model

To analyze the proposed heterogeneous architecture, we simulate a fire propagation phenomenon,
as displayed in Figure 7b. We adopted the fire-spreading models as a case study, which is one of the
tightly-coupled hybrid model of continuous and discrete-event models, for which inefficient simulation
is caused by the single high-speed sequential CPU architecture, but this paper focuses on accelerating
the simulation for the cross-coupled complex models of continuous time and discrete event models
by utilizing the heterogeneous architecture of CPU-GPU powered hardware platform. The proposed
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method can be applied to the simulation for the limited cases of sensor-based IoT applications such as
the collaborative fire sensor design in the case of a fire-spreading environment.

Partitioning 
to sub-models

core 1 core 2 core 3

core 4 core 5 core 6

core 7 core 8 core …

Get device 
information
(ex : number 
of cores(CPU, 

GPU))

core 5 core 6

core 8 core …

2. Event-driven model 
simulation by communicate 
with adjacent system(cell)

Partitioning and initializing
Simulating for a maximum time 
that does not affect each other

3. The characteristic of each 
cell is changed by result of 
communications

Simulating for interaction 
between sub-models

GPU 1 GPU 2

GPU 3 GPU …

4. Continuous model simulation
by GPU kernel call using CUDA
MPS for concurrency

Simulating continuous model 
using GPU devices

Iteration
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1. Allocate sub-models to core for 
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…

…

Simulate in multi-cores(CPUs)
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Continuous 
model

Continuous 
model

(b)

Figure 7. (a) simulation flow in proposed heterogeneous architecture; (b) case study: fire-spreading on
large-scale cellular model (base territory image is captured from earth.google.com).

This system is modeled based on the DEVS formalism. Each cell is in an unstable state when the
received states of neighbor cells are over a threshold value. This state transition process is modeled in
the CS and simulated in the GPU as a proposed method. Each cell is the same as in a DEVS cellular
model, and all of the state transition functions in the cells are the same as those in hybrid systems,
which have the same differential equations based on the Runge–Kutta method. We can then pick a time
to copy the data to the GPU. For a cellular model-based fire-spreading simulation, we can obtain more
detailed results by using a large number of cells. The proposed fire-spreading model can be divided into
two parts: the overall operation process of each cell, including interaction with neighbor cells and the
local state-changing part that is affected by the external and internal states. These two parts are divided
into multi-cores and GPUs based on their characteristics that are related to the accelerated simulation.

The structure of the DEVS-based fire-spreading model of the hybrid system is displayed in
Figure 8. The MCell consists of MGen, which generates states for internal state-change, and MProc,
which changes the neighbor’s state value and its own state value. The results of this model evaluation
are transferred to the connected state sensing model MSen, which is used to determine whether the
current cell has fire state transition compared to the pre-defined threshold value. Each cell receives
temperature data around neighbor cells and determines the next temperature based on its current
temperature and heat injections from adjacent cells, for which the propagation model is represented
with the differential equation. The temperature variable of this differential equation is compared to
the pre-defined threshold value to perform the next transition of stable and unstable state. Therefore,
two heterogeneous models of continuous-time model for temperature transition and discrete-event
model for fire state transition have a cross-coupled relationship in the simulation process. MHS is
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modeled based on the hybrid system’s specifications. The specifications of a formal representation of
the MHS model is depicted below.

YoutXin

XinYout

Xin

YoutXin

Yout

MCell(Fire state model for the discrete event system)

MGen(State generating model)

External transition
Internal transition

MState

STOP

∞

ACTIVE

1
𝜆

𝜎𝐼𝑛𝑡

ta

𝐘𝐨𝐮𝐭

Event-driven model

Continuous-time 
model

MHS(Hybrid system)

𝐗𝐢𝐧

g

ϕ =

𝑎𝑖 × 𝑋𝑖 + 𝑏𝑌𝑡 − 1 +
𝑐𝑄

𝜕𝜎𝑣
𝜕𝑡

SCS

MProc(State processing model) MSen (State sensing model)

𝜆

𝜎𝐼𝑛𝑡 ta

𝜎𝐸𝑥𝑡

WAIT
∞

(MState,YCS)

1

MHS(Hybrid system)

𝐗𝐢𝐧

F
𝐘𝐂𝐒𝐗𝐢𝐧

𝐘𝐨𝐮𝐭

Figure 8. DEVS based fire-spreading model of a large-scale hybrid system.

Definition 1. MHS =< X, Y, SDES, σExt, σInt, λ, ta, SCS, F, g, φ >

• X = {Xin} ∪ {Mstate} is the set of inputs where Xin represents vector value of neighbor cells;
• Y = the set of outputs;
• SDES = (wait, done, stable, unstable) is the set of DES model states;
• σExt : (YCS, Mstate)→ (stable, unstable), YCS → done;
• σInt : YCS → (stable, unstable), done→ wait;
• λ : done→ YCS;
• ta : wait→ ∞, done→ 1;
• SCS = set of σv which used in internal transition;
• F = { fi,1, fi,2, ... fi,n} is the set of threshold sensor;
• g = the set of outputs which represent continuous value;
• φ = {φ1, φ2, ...φn} is the set of differential equation.

X is the set of inputs, represented by the vector value from neighbor cells, and Y is the set of
outputs. In addition, SDES is the set of the discrete event system model states: wait, done, stable, and
unstable. These states are updated by σExt and σInt to check if the current state is stable or unstable to
synchronize their operations. λ is the output function from SDES ×YCS. ta is the time advance function
in the DES model. For a CS, SCS is the set of states, and F is the set of the threshold sensor for the
conversion of the continuous state of the event. Meanwhile, g is the output function, and φ represents
the differential equations for a CS.
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6. Experimental Results

In this paper, we analyzed the proposed architecture in terms of the simulation execution time
and the maximum power consumption for each configuration of hardware architecture, as shown in
Table 1. Figure 9 displays the hardware used for the proposed heterogeneous architecture analysis.
The simulation of a proposed architecture is computed for eight device configurations as displayed in
Table 2. The execution time of the simulation is measured by changing the number of cells, the case
of hardware configurations, and the time step size to calculate the differential equations using the
Runge–Kutta method. Furthermore, we compared the maximum power consumption and execution
time of eight cases under the specific simulation conditions in terms of efficiency. All of the measured
execution times in the parts of the experiment are maximum simulation time windows in which the
two heterogeneous models are independently evaluated.

Table 1. Hardware specifications.

Devices Model Cores

CPU Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 v4 × 2 16
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti × 4 14,336

Memory 16 GB × 8 -

Intel Xeon CPU 
E5-2620 v4 * 2

NVIDIA GeForce 
GTX 1080Ti * 4

Partitioning 
simulation process 
at CPUs and GPUs

Figure 9. Target hardware for computing a proposed simulation framework.

Table 2. Hardware configurations.

Case Devices
1 4 CPU cores
2 8 CPU cores
3 12 CPU cores
4 16 CPU cores
5 4 CPU cores, 3584 GPU cores
6 8 CPU cores, 7186 GPU cores
7 12 CPU cores, 10,752 GPU cores
8 16 CPU cores, 14,336 GPU cores

Figure 10 reveals the execution time of the simulation when changing the number of cells and the
simulation target device configurations as parameters. We measure the simulation time for about eight
cases of hardware configurations, and we measure it by increasing the number of cells from 90,000 to
2,880,000. The step size for computing a CS is 0.0001. The result indicates a higher level of performance
in terms of the execution time when a large number of cells are used in the simulation. The results of
case 4 and case 8, which use the same number of CPU cores, are as follows. When experimenting using
180,000 cells, case 8 shows that the simulation time is about 10% faster than in case 4. In the experiment
using 2,880,000 cells under the same hardware conditions, the simulation time of case 8 is about 80%
faster and results represent that the simulation time decreases more as the number of cells increases.
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With this result, the proposed CPU-GPU tightly coupled simulation has an advantage when using a
large number of cells.

Figure 10. Execution time of simulation according to the number of cells.

Table 3 represents the simulation time of CUDA MPS-based GPU operations used to reduce
overhead due to GPU operation requests on multiple cores. To analyze the performance of MPS for a
bottleneck due to GPU access by multiple cores, execution time is analyzed by increasing GPU from 1
to 4 in 16 cores. When 16 tasks are assigned to 16 cores with one GPU device that is requested to operate,
a lot of CUDA context switching and underutilization may occur. Therefore, GPU operation takes a
lot of time. In this case, the result represents that the GPU operation using CUDA MPS is reduced by
44% or more from the previous 2.206 s to 1.227 s. Likewise, the result reveals that the execution time is
reduced to 45.339%, 41.584%, and 12.299% when the CUDA MPS was used for experiment conditions
that each have a different number of GPUs. From this result, the use of CUDA MPS in heterogeneous
architecture using multi-cores and GPUs improves GPU utilization and reduces the context switching,
thereby enabling faster operation by reducing overhead.

Table 3. Reducing execution time of the GPU by using the CUDA MPS.

Hardware Configuration Without the CUDA MPS With the CUDA MPS Reduction Rate
16 cores + 1 GPU 2.206 s 1.227 s 44.369%
16 cores + 2 GPUs 1.289 s 0.704 s 45.339%
16 cores + 3 GPUs 0.951 s 0.565 s 40.571%
16 cores + 4 GPUs 0.666 s 0.537 s 19.354%

The accuracy of a differential equation using the Runge–Kutta method depends on the step size
of the time-based calculation step. Generally, a small step size can lead to an accurate result. In this
experiment, CS is implemented using first-order differential equations as shown in MProc model of
Figure 8. The simulation execution time is analyzed by changing the time step size. The result is
displayed in Figure 11a. The hardware condition of this experiment is 16 CPU cores and four GPUs.
We change the step size for computing a CS from 0.1 to 0.0001. As the time step size changes from
0.1 to 0.0001, the difference between the simulation time using only the CPU and the simulation
time in the CPU-GPU heterogeneous architecture increases from 0.05 times to 3.1 times. In addition,
each execution time of the 16 CPU cores, such as in case 4, has a significant difference. The difference
between CPU-only simulation time when using a 0.1 step size and a 0.0001 step size is 3.7 times.
However, at the same time step condition, the simulation time difference of the proposed structure,
especially in case 8, is only 0.02 times. The results reveal that all of the execution times of the proposed
CPU-GPU framework-based simulation are similar and the result shows that the proposed architecture
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is very efficient in terms of simulation time when simulating a large-scale system that includes multiple
floating-point calculations such as CS.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. (a) execution time of simulation according to the step size of differential equations;
(b) maximum power consumption according to the hardware configurations.

We also analyze our approach in terms of additional memory usage by the GPU, as shown in
Table 4 and detailed the execution time for analyzing the bottleneck when copying data between the
host and the device. The table shows that each GPU requires about 680 MB of additional memory;
in particular, case 8 requires 2.5 GB of additional memory. Although additional memory is used,
we discover that the execution time is dramatically improved by using the proposed heterogeneous
simulation architecture.

Table 4. Additional memory usage.

Hardware Configuration Memory Usage in GPU
4 cores + 1 GPU 686 MB
8 cores + 2 GPUs 1308 MB
12 cores + 3 GPUs 1938 MB
16 cores + 4 GPUs 2552 MB

We compare the maximum power consumption and the simulation execution time for eight
hardware cases to find out the efficiency, as depicted in Figure 11b. The power consumption of the CPU
is obtained theoretically, and the power consumption of the GPU is obtained using the nvidia-smi tool.
The experiment condition follows: 2,880,000 cells, 0.0001 step size, and eight hardware configurations.
The result shows that the two values of the power consumption and the execution time are inversely
related to each other as expected. When high power is consumed in the simulation, high-performance
results can be obtained in terms of the execution time. Among the results obtained by the configuration
of eight hardware devices, case 4 and case 5, which have similar power consumption, is analyzed as
follows. The maximum power consumption of case 5 and case 4 is 405 Watts and 353 Watts, respectively,
and the result of case 5 is about 14% higher than that of case 4. However, regarding the execution time
of both simulations, case 5 is about 30% faster. That is, the simulation execution time is further reduced
compared to the additional power consumption. Likewise, in case 1 and case 8, where the difference
between the maximum power consumption and simulation time is the most different, the comparison
of the results shows that case 8 consumes 3.8 times more power than case 1, but that the simulation
time is reduced by 11 times. By analyzing these results, we conclude that the proposed structure has
advantages in reducing the simulation execution time, even with additional power consumption.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we implemented an accelerated simulation of a DEVS-based hybrid system using a
heterogeneous architecture, such as tight coupling of multi-cores and GPUs. Large-scale cellular models
are used as the target models that can be represented event-driven IoT applications, especially the
fire-spreading model. The partition of the simulation is based on the computation characteristics of the
hybrid system, which featured the combination of a discrete event system and continuous time system.
The continuous-time simulation that required high-performance computing for differential equations
is allocated in the GPUs, and the discrete-event simulation is parallelized in the CPUs. The proposed
architecture-based simulation was analyzed at various configurations of target hardware, with the
parameters of the computation step size and the number of cells being changed. We analyzed the
proposed architecture in terms of power consumption and the execution time. Therefore, by using the
proposed architecture, we discovered efficient hardware distribution and configuration through an
analysis of the amount of computation power consumption. In addition, in the DEVS-based hybrid
system, we analyzed the execution time of the proposed heterogeneous architecture via the calculation
step size of the continuous-time simulation. The result shows that the full utilization of CPU-GPU
integrated computing resources, on which event-driven models and continuous models are optimally
distributed, has an advantage at high-performance simulation in terms of execution time, although
more power consumption is required. In future work, this simulation framework will be extended
with the interoperation layer to effectively represent the detailed dynamics of real IoT sensors and
microcontrollers by directly interacting the simulation models with the hardware IoT sensor systems.
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